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special trucks for internal warehouse handling
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as well as standard products...



international developments
Despite being a company deeply rooted in its local area, Samag has also managed over 
the years to become a reliable and sought out partner especially in the international 
market: a widespread sales network abroad enables Samag to be competitive and 
ready to face the challenges of globalisation.

a story that began more than 40 years ago...
Samag was founded in 1972 with the aim of covering all company’s 
internal handling requirements by also combining a full range of 
warehouse trucks with the design and construction of a range of 
electric trucks in INOX stainless steel, completed in all its versions for 
various uses in industries where cleanliness and hygiene are essential.

the difference
Constant technological research for always improving, also ergonomics, and technical solutions in 
compliance with European Safety Standards since their enforcement.
High capacity of internal design and construction that allows Samag to be completely independant in 
the making of those fundamental components such as masts, hydraulic cylinders and traction groups. 
We also have an advanced mechanical machine tooling department equipped with automated work 
centers and CNC lathes where all the main truck components are produced. Finally we also guarantee 
total control over work cycles and the quality of the product..

our mission
Design and construction in an excellent way of products that meet the 
needs and ideas of  people and their respective businesses.

1972

oggi

our outlook
Supporting development that is always focused on innovation and operating on the basis of principals 
of correctness, responsability and trasparency towards customers and suppliers.
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MAX with roller platform

STANDARD ORDER PICKER series

MAX with cage

MAX bilateral version

MAX with side gates

MAX1 MAX1L MAX2 MAX3 MAX5

       Special
ORDER PICKERS



TM with fixed platform

STANDARD POWER PALLET TRUCK series

for handling two diameters

TM roll carrier

PICKING without forks

TOP 22 roll carrier

TM with weighing scales

LOGIS TM PICK TOP200 TOP220TM

       Special
POWER PALLET TRUCKS 
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TCS
EL with weighing scales

EL roll carrier

EL with attachment

STANDARD STACKER series

SEL 5

EL with pole attachment

ELFO for towing

ELFO with cradle forks

LOGIS PICK EL ELFO1 ELFO2 ERGON

       S pecial
TACKERS 



TM INOX 
with weighing scales

LOGIS series

EL series

EGO INOX  lifting 
without chains

ELT series with INOX 
forks

EGO ELTMTP TOP ELFO

TOP INOX 
special

EL INOX 
for hanging 
cured meats

       SpecialsINOX

       SpecialsMETALIZED 

INOX series

LITHIUM POWERED BATTERY ON REQUEST

Guarantee for hygien
e

100%
 SUITABLE FOR

FOOD INDUSTRIES
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HEAVY DUTY series

TOP Car mover

TOP 15 T
15.000 KGS with 
platform or forks

TM with platform

EL

TM roll carrier

TMTS

       Exceptional
LOADS AND CAPACITIES

ELFO
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Innovation, technology and experience
have allowed us to produce truck 
series useful for all your requirements.
We research in a responsable way the 
best solution for transporting goods.
Welcome to Samag’s world where 
the inspiration of the “Easy Handling” 
philosophy has helped us to create 
products and services for your business.

Massimo RossettiElena Rossetti
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SAMAG INDUSTRIALE S.r.l.
Località Pagana - 29017 Fiorenzuola D’Arda - PC - ITALY
Tel. 0523.981598 - Fax 0523.943128   
info@samag.it www.samag.it RETAILER


